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Introduction
As I walked into the classroom on that first day and sat with the syllabus in front of me, I
was equally excited and intimidated—honestly, maybe more intimidated than anything else. I
figured when I signed up for the Research Seminar “International Women Writers'” that I would
exclusively be reading works by women; however, that did not make the anticipation any less
surreal. Up to this point, there was never a time in my academic career where I had spent a whole
semester exclusively reading female authors, and reading works that I could genuinely connect
with felt strange. More specifically, it was equally as foreign to me not to have to think about a
male author’s intention for a female character as it was to see female characters come alive
entirely through a female author’s vision.
Throughout that semester, in a scholarly environment of women talking about literary
and artistic works by other women, I felt more comfortable in that classroom than I ever had
before. There was no “devil’s advocate” classmate—the kind I had been confronted with since
middle school—arguing that female characters are less important, weak, or annoying, or that
stories primarily about women are less academically rigorous or intriguing.
The day that sticks out to me the most was when we were discussing Rupi Kaur. Until
that point, to me, Rupi Kaur was just the author of milk and honey, a poet my high school friends
had made fun of when the collection first came out. In class, as I read her poems and analyzed
their importance, I was not necessarily a huge fan of Kaur. Her poems were simple, short, and to
me, a little boring. However, that one day, we read a poem about sexual assault, a common topic
that Kaur frequently addresses throughout her work. Woman after woman in my class started
sharing their personal experiences: those that connected not only to sexual assault, but also about
their struggles with body image, bullying, and the incredibly common experience of being
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silenced as a woman. That day changed my perception of Rupi Kaur and her work entirely. I did
not become a die-hard fan of hers; however, as I walked out of that classroom, I was able to
understand her importance—and the importance of poets like her—in an entirely new way. Her
works did not seem as fundamentally profound as some of the others I read that semester, and yet
I kept coming back to her; in fact, I ended up writing my final research seminar paper on Kaur,
the most prominent of a collective now called “Insta-poets.”
Rupi Kaur is a 29-year-old poet whose initial claim to fame, ironically, did not stem from
her poetry. While she self-published her first collection milk and honey in 2014, on March 23rd,
2015, she posted a picture to Instagram of herself posing with a period bloodstain, part of a
collection of photos intended to normalize menstruation. This photo was removed by Instagram
because it “violated their terms of service” (Tsjeng), and Kaur’s fame took off as she continued
to defend herself and her images. As her following grew, recognition of her already selfpublished poetry did as well. Following the publication of milk and honey and the Instagram post
backlash, Kaur’s platform swelled exponentially with both fans and haters. Her work is largely
criticized for many of the same reasons I was not particularly drawn it, primarily simplistic style
and short verse.
However, the difference between my distaste and others’ flat-out hatred for her poetry is
that I see the value in her work and the community she has built. In the Vice article, “Why Do
We Love To Hate Insta-Poet Rupi Kaur,” Jaishree Kumar spoke to psychologist Gene Cox, who
describes the ongoing hatred for Kaur as the “‘skin in the hate’ game.” Cox goes on to explain,
“they [people who dislike Kaur] can't move on because they’re determined to see it through.
They want to win, and each time they see the celebrity going about their business and not
shutting up, they get more incensed. It's a vicious cycle” (qtd. in Kumar). Kumar continues: “so
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every time Kaur, who is prolific in her work, puts out something new, it acts as a trigger for
those who not just not appreciate her works but have strong opinions about it.” It is important to
note here that Kaur has faced some controversy about plagiarism and “exoticising the South
Asian immigrant experience” (Kumar).
The root of the issue with people valiant to eliminate or discredit her poetry, though, has
to do with the fact that she is a young woman of color who is writing poetry, an art form
historically dominated by white men, and which is specific to the female experience.
The online community that Kaur has curated is a threat the to “scholarliness” of poetry.
Her simple style of writing is critically regarded as “bad” because of what we have labeled as
“good” poetry—that is, poetry which stems from white male poets who shaped the poetry canon
into what it is today. Her poetry being as popular as it is threatens the elitist quality of the art
form. Being able to post poems online is far more accessible for younger generations than
finding a bookstore to buy a collection from. People “hate” Rupi Kaur not necessarily because
her poetry is the worst thing they have ever read, but instead, because: 1) she refuses to back
down from the people trying to tear apart the community she has built, 2) she, as well as the
Insta-poets who have followed her, have the power to fundamentally change poetry and the ways
in which we, as a community of scholars, readers, and followers, access it.
In my original research essay, I explored how Instagram functions as a new kind of canon
for creating and sharing poetry. While the scope was small, I nonetheless realized at the time
how little literary (i.e., “serious”) critics wanted to talk about Kaur. This was a prominent
shunning, which only made the academic perception of her worse. Kaur and her works were not
seen as significant enough to discuss in reputable journals, and instead become the headlines for
articles featured on platforms like Buzzfeed, Vice, and Rolling Stone.
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In my seminar, I had to give a presentation on Kaur based on my research paper, and I
remember standing at the front of the room and thinking, this is so important—Rupi Kaur is so
important. In the closing lines of my presentation, I said something to the effect of:
Until we are able to come together as an academic community, place value on
Rupi Kaur, and acknowledge that her work gives a voice to millions of young
people—particularly young women—then the literary community will continue to
be exclusionary. But, this change starts with us—the students in this room. It is
our job to talk about her significance on a broader scale to make any change
happen.
Those words rang in my head as I began to narrow the subject of my honors thesis. It felt like a
disservice to talk about the importance of speaking about Rupi Kaur in academic settings, but
then choose a different topic for my thesis when I had observed firsthand how little
scholarship—especially positive scholarship—was attributed to Kaur. Therefore, my objective
became to create the scholarship that I wanted to see; the scholarship that I thought deserved to
be written about Rupi Kaur. I felt I owed it not only to myself to write about the positive impact
she has, the community she has built, and the changes that need to take place within the literary
community, but also to the millions of young women who identify with her work, only to see
anonymous bloggers comment that Kaur has no place in “real” poetry. It was only a year ago that
that I decided I may want to go into academia, and it was only a few months ago I decided I want
to be a professor. Therefore, it felt a disservice to myself to not create the scholarship I wish that
I had access to when I first found Rupi Kaur’s poetry in high school. In the same way that Kaur
makes millions of her followers feel “seen” when they read her poems, it is my goal to make at
least one person feel validated in their enjoyment of Kaur and her fellow “Insta-poets.”
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As a writer, Rupi Kaur remains looked down upon, despite publishing three enormously
popular poetry collections. However, the reason the literary community at large does not
officially recognize how popular Kaur is stems from how she first gained her popularity on
Instagram. There is a large stigma around social media platforms like Instagram, Twitter, or
Facebook, because of the toxicity that seems to fester on them, the onslaught of misinformation,
and the tendency to ridicule anything and everything that is posted. Social media continues to
draw dividing lines in our lives; some people think they can’t breathe without access to Twitter,
while others think that the internet is to blame for all the evil in the world. While there is
certainly truth behind the idea that social media is equally as engaging as it is toxic, I love
scrolling through my Instagram and exploring Insta-poems. As someone who spends the
majority of her time reading books, analyzing lines of poetry, and writing papers, there is
something so incredibly cathartic about reading a short, informal poem that sums up everything I
was feeling in that exact moment. I don’t have to spend hours with highlighters trying to find a
specific meaning in these Instagram poems; instead, I am able to find immediate solace in seeing
other women my age experiencing the same complicated emotions as me.
When I decided to revisit Rupi Kaur for my thesis, I came to the conclusion that I did not
want to simply write a longer version of the same paper. I didn’t just want to talk about Kaur’s
significance because, frankly, nothing I argued in that paper had really changed, and it didn’t
seem as if there was more to expand on. Mindmap after mindmap and free-write after free-write,
my advisor helped me finally uncover what I really wanted to talk about: the importance of
reshaping the literary canon to help make the literary community a more inclusive space.
How Rupi Kaur fits into this project is complicated, as she is commonly seen as a social
media poet/“warrior,” meaning that she has been credited with starting the Insta-poet movement
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we are currently seeing. While Kaur is arguably the most well-known Insta-poet, there are
numerous others using Instagram to promote and share their work, whose number of followers
are close to matching that of Kaur. Most relevant to my thesis are Lang Leav and Nayyriah
Waheed. Leav is a poet born in Thailand and living in New Zealand whose collections include
Love and Misadventure (2013), Lullabies (2014), Memories (2015), and The Universe of Us
(2016). She became popular primarily on the platform Tumblr until she self-published in 2013,
and has continued to gain a following on Instagram ever since. Similarly, Waheed is also selfpublished. An African American poet, she published her first collection salt in 2013, although at
the time her work was criticized by critics and publishers alike. She then went on to publish
Nejma (2015) and continues to gain a substantial following on social media since being
published. These two female Insta-poets are very well-known, throughout both the poetry
community and on social media1.
Additionally, Insta-poets are not the only writers or “types” of poets utilizing social
media platforms. Hollie McNish and Kae Tempest, while more known as being performance
poets, also use Instagram as a way to connect with their audience. Examples such as these
demonstrates that Instagram works to bridge the gap between people and poetry.
What makes Kaur stand out among other female Insta-poets, however, is her ability to
resonate with her primary consumers; to market herself as a woman who is writing for young
women; and to engage her audience through social media. These qualities make Kaur more of a
social media poet influencer of the canon rather than the creator of one; that is, she takes on the
role of many celebrities who post on Instagram to engage their audience in buying products, but
in this case, her poetry is the brand. Kaur continues to bring young women into a poetic
1

It is important to note that while my thesis is exploring female Insta-poetry, male Insta-poets are also
incredibly common, most notable Tyler Knott Gregson and Atticus.
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conversation, yet her successes in expanding access to poetry for an often marginalized group of
readers are frequently and purposefully ignored. Critics, as well as the readers on Instagram who
detest her work, are apparently not able to look beyond criticizing the simplistic form of her
poetry.
The constant belittling of female poets like Rupi Kaur serves to invalidate the experience
of reading poetry on social media. Therefore, viewing Instagram as the medium in a new kind of
poetic canon has the power to potentially eliminate the classist attitudes that surround poetry as
an art form. Specifically, many of Kaur’s critics deem her poetry has “bad” because of its
simplistic, informal, and free verse style of writing. The negative perception of this kind of
poetry is perpetuated by the belief that “good” poetry should mimic the form of canonically
accepted poets, such as Shakespeare, with poems full of obtuse symbolism. However, while his
poems are full of merit, it is both sexist and classist to believe that his poetry should continue to
be the gold standard for this generation of young women. Shakespeare’s poetry was written for
those who were able to obtain formal education, primarily men. Moreover, while his poetry is
certainly more accessible now, it nonetheless remains difficult for those without a strong
background in literary analysis, language, and historical knowledge, to fully enjoy his poetry.
Classism also reveals itself in the belief that poetry should only be written for certain groups in
society. The fact that Insta-poetry is targeted towards young women works to dismantle the idea
that poetry should only be written for the same group that canonical poets wrote for; that is,
predominately wealthy white men.
Establishing Instagram as a reputable way to share poetry, regardless of who thinks it’s
“good” or “bad,” will open doors to a more global and more equitable access to poetry. Poetry
does not necessarily translate across cultures, nor should it: the idea that only certain poets are
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worthy of being read and studied across the entire world reinforces colonial, racial, and cultural
biases. The poets that have historically been deemed “valuable” by the academic community are
primarily the same as those included in academia, writ large: cisgender, upper-class, white
males. While social media will continue to evolve, and Instagram could be completely obsolete
in just a few years, the work of equality must begin now. If social media is viewed as a
legitimate way to share poetry, then it will solidify that poetry is an art form for all, an art form
that does not discriminate, and most importantly, an art form that is accessible to anybody who
wishes to interact with it.
If academia can reshape our opinions towards Instagram being a legitimate way to share
poetry, we can also welcome entirely new generations of readers—and thus, future writers—into
literary conversations. For much of my academic career, I felt as though I did not belong. I felt
like my voice did not matter as much because I was a young woman, and until entering my
research seminar my sophomore year, I didn’t think that what I had to say was good enough.
Reshaping the literary canon to become more inclusive through legitimizing social media
platforms for sharing poetry will empower future authors and make us a more inclusive
community. This will instill and allow a love of the art of poetry for innumerable generations to
come.
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Methodology
Key terms
Throughout my thesis I will be using terms specific terms related to the Insta-poet
movement. For this reason, I found it necessary to define key terms pertinent to my argument.
-

Insta-poetry: A popular form of poetry that is posted on the social media platform
Instagram. Can be used to refer to poetry that is short, free verse, and uses simple
language.

-

Insta-poets: Poets who primarily or exclusively write poetry with the intention of sharing
it on Instagram (typically before publishing a full collection of poems).

-

Literary canon: The literary canon “refers to a body of books, narratives, and other texts
considered to be the most important and influential of a particular time period or place”
(Bates). For the purpose of my thesis, referring to the “canon” specifically draws on the
poetry academia views as being “the most important and influential.”

-

Diversity: When discussing “diversity” throughout my thesis, I refer to fact that
canonical poetry has tended to be incredibly “white-washed,” as well as dominated by
male writers. Furthermore, the readership of said canonical poetry was the same
audience. Diversifying poetry means that the writers we look to and uplift come from
varying or intersectional backgrounds, as well as ensuring that poetry’s readership is not
exclusive.

-

Equity: The phrase “equitable access to poetry” stems from the idea that poetry should
be easily accessible regardless of financial, racial, gender, sexual identity, and regional
barriers. As I discuss equity in relation to poetry, I am suggesting that poetry should be at
the fingertips of any individual regardless of any of the previously listed barriers.
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-

Influencer: A social media influencer, as defined in “9 of the Biggest Social Media
Influencers on Instagram” by the Digital Marketing Institute, “is someone who has
established credibility in a specific industry, has a huge audience and can persuade others
to act based on their recommendations” (“9 Of the Biggest”). Influencers are users on
social media—at times, celebrities—who build their brand off of promoting products.
They’re known for their close relationships with their followers, as their goal is to
encourage other users to invest in the products they promote.

-

“Shower-thoughts”: A commonly used term among Millennials and Generation Z’s to
describe thoughts that lack in depth, which usually take place in the shower.

-

Accessibility: When discussing the idea of “accessibility,” I refer to the fact that
previously poetry was accessible to those who were taught to read, had an education, and
had a particular status in society that granted them the ability to read poetry.

Overview
In this project, I examine the potential of the literary canon to broaden its community via
accepting social media platforms as being reputable mediums for sharing poetry. I will center my
argument on Insta-poet Rupi Kaur to demonstrate a specific example of the ways in which
Instagram is currently functioning as a successful tool for sharing poetry. Using Kaur as the
background of my framework, I will highlight how recognizing Instagram as a valid mode of
sharing poetry will serve to further eliminate the classist roots of poetry; continue to make
reading poetry a more inclusive experience; and increase equitable access to poetry for younger
generations of readers.
In order to provide a holistic argument, my thesis is broken down into three sections:
reshaping the canon; Rupi Kaur and social media; and diversity, equity, and accessibility. In
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“Reshaping the Canon”, I specifically explain the importance of changing popular perception of
Instagram as a reputable poetry sharing community, and the process of letting go of these beliefs.
“Rupi Kaur and Social Media” examines how Kaur functions in this canon, and how her position
positively impacts the space she has created. Finally, using the previous two sections as my
framework, I will outline how reshaping the canon and embracing the position of Insta-poets in it
will further a more inclusive experience of reading and writing poetry, as well as providing more
equitable access to poetry for future of readers.
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Reshaping the Canon
To understand how the modern poetry canon has become what it is today, and to discuss
where it must go in the future, one must first understand how it came to be. It is easy to think that
one day a group of scholars sat down and decided, “these are the greats;” however, canon
formation is a process that took place over many years of selecting what would become the
standards of poetry education. In a 2018 New York Times Magazine article, Welsey Morris
imagines that the literary canon was over time, established by “an elite group of scholars and
critics who embraced a work of art and sent it aloft to some deifying realm” (Morris). The
problem with Morris’ suggestion, of course, is that the canon was not created by one singular
group of people. In creating curriculums for schools, academics established the writers that
“deserved” to be read and studied. Kaelyn Barron explains in “The Literary Canon: What’s In It
and Who Makes The List?” that the canon was first established in universities as professors
selected authors who they deemed most important to their particular curriculum (Barron).
Therefore, the professors teaching courses in American literature would fill their syllabi with
Nathanial Hawthorne or Mark Twain, while British literature professors might have chosen
William Shakespeare or Geoffrey Chaucer.
The issue with who was allotted a spot in the canon is that, historically, it has been almost
entire men who were deemed as “the ones to read,” because, historically, this was the group
given access to an education that would then allow them to write (Bates). Thus, the standard was
then set: Shakespeare, Chaucer, John Donne, Alexander Pope, Edgar Allan Poe, John Milton,
and many other well-to-do white men were the writers established as the most important to
study. Their works became what other writers to follow would need to live up to. However, in
creating a canon that prioritized educated, white, male writers, the realm of academia further
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excluded women and people of color from formal literary conversation and study. Setting these
men as the gold standard of the canon not only reinforced that female writers—when they were
lucky enough to be educated and have the opportunity to write—were not “good enough” to be
part of the canon, but it also created an environment where women were not able to see
themselves reflected in writing from a female perspective.
In the year 2021, the canon has changed—to an extent. If one Googles “canonical
writers,” there are 26 names on the list provided, four of whom are women. The first comes in at
spot #11: Jane Austen, followed by Emily Dickinson (#13), George Eliot (#15), and Virginia
Woolf (#21) (“The Western Canon”). Their inclusion, however arbitrary, nonetheless represents
the efforts of countless women who have fought for representation in the canon. While I could
dedicate my entire thesis to the women that paved the way toward reshaping the literary canon
into what it is today, I will instead give a brief overview of how, exactly, a few specific women
worked to be included in the “standard” of English literature, in order to demonstrate that the
canon must be reshaped once again.
Mary Wollstonecraft argued in A Vindication of the Rights of Women (1972) that equal
education for both boys and girls will ultimately make women better wives and mothers. She
states, “yet women, whose minds are not enlarged by cultivation, or in whom the natural
selfishness of sensibility hasn’t been expanded by reflection, are very unfit to manage a family,
because they always stretch their power and use tyranny to maintain a superiority that rests on
nothing but the arbitrary distinction of fortune” (Wollstonecraft 70). She tries to convince society
that giving girls a right to education will better the misogynistic society in which they were
living. Her work is, to this day, still considered some of the greatest early feminist writings, and
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her educational beliefs served to allow girls a space within academia, however small that place
may have been.
As women’s educational pursuits began to be taken more seriously, regardless of whether
they served to make women better wives and mothers, having access to an education meant that
women were finally being given the same tools to write which men had long access to. As a
result, women such as Jane Austen and the Brontë sisters had better, more equal access to
education. When women such as Wollstonecraft used feminist critiques to influence change in
society, this set forth a ripple effect that then granted an education to some of the great female
writers that we now consider part of the canon.
What women like Austen, Dickinson, and Woolf did differently, from many who came
before them, was to write fearlessly—which, perhaps, sounds simple. They wrote about female
experiences: marriage, love, social change, death, and identity—or, to be precise, they wrote
about human experiences from a female point of view. They wrote what women across the world
were feeling. They reclaimed the female experience in their writing and were able to give society
a glimpse at what being a woman during their times was like. Importantly, they wrote about
female desire, but not through the eyes of a white man trying to write about female desire.
However, just like the canonical male poets, these women were not included in the canon
overnight. As with the men we consider the “greats,” to be made canonical meant seeing the
value and importance of reading the works of a certain author, largely through an academic lens.
What this meant for these women writers, then, was that they needed to be taken seriously by
scholars, who were predominately white males. Luckily, Austen, Dickinson, Woolf, and Eliot
were seen as valuable writers, and they eventually were built into collegiate curriculums—most
notable, however, in “women writers” courses. Including women as part of curriculums furthered
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Wollstonecraft’s work, as “increasingly throughout the 1970s, the focus moved to literary
representations of women, by women and for women” (Eagleton 107). Including women writers
in school curricula, and thus, considering women “greats,” also allowed those women seeking
higher education to create scholarship “by women and for women.” This opened a space in
academia where women could be taken seriously as scholars who have many things of
importance to say. Thus, while white men still tend to dominate the conversation in both the
canon and academia, it is clear through the changes that have already taken place that it is,
indeed, possible to reshape the canon.
Expanding the canon to become more inclusive is no small feat. While Austen,
Dickinson, Woolf, and Eliot earned their spots, for many years, it appeared as though including a
few wealthy, white women in the canon was a “sufficient” show of equality. To this day, the
canon is still lacking in representation of color, gender identity, and sexuality. While there are
various university courses dedicated to writers of color, queer theory, authors such as Leslie
Feinberg and Essex Hemphill may never be made canonical, even though their respective works
have gained literary acclaim and resonate with audiences outside of the typical purview of the
canon. However, this in itself is at the heart of the issue. The canon is reflective of the society
around which it is centered, which means that when the canon was established, it was made for
white men. When women were being made canonical, they were demanding representation.
They were taking to the streets and writing criticisms about the structures that kept them “in their
place” and out of academia.
There has been, and there will rightfully continue to be, much scholarship written about
the need for more inclusivity of color, sex, and gender within academia. Whether that is in the
novels we read, the movies we watch, or the professors we are taught by, there needs to be real
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change within academia for there ever to be a change in the canon. As this scholarship continues
to be evolve, though, I would like to introduce the need for another group of writers to be
considered as fundamental to reshaping the canon: Insta-poets. Within the umbrella term “Instapoets,” there exist poets of color, transgender poets, and non-binary poets. What is different
about this group, however, is that their writing is directed towards those who the literary canon
has continually excluded; that is, young women, particularly young women of color.
What makes Kaur different from women like Woolf, however, those who wrote profound
feminist theory, is that Kaur is not necessarily trying to change the standard or make her way into
the literary canon. Instead, Kaur is simply trying to create a space for young women to be heard.
Instagram, Twitter, and Tumblr are platforms that allow Kaur’s type of “easily
consumable” poetry to flourish. There is no doubt that as we continue to move forward as a
society, we will continue to use social media and become ever-more-dependent on technology.
Why, then, should the literary community—students, critics, and scholars alike—not
acknowledge the value in using social media in academia? There is an incredibly negative
perception around Insta-poetry because many see it as overly simple and without literary merit;
however, Instagram has 2.6 million posts under the hashtag Shakespeare (#Shakespeare).
Therefore, let’s hypothesize that Insta-poetry did not exist. The fact is, scholars would still look
down on social media being used as a tool to share even the most canonical of poetry, because
sharing posts under hashtags does not seem to carry the same weight as holding a collection of
Shakespearean sonnets in one’s hands.
A study in Science Daily “Social learning: Can Facebook and Related Tools Improve
Educational Outcomes?” demonstrates that using social media, like Facebook, actually benefits
students both socially and academically. Per the study,
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students reported that Facebook allowed them to connect with the faculty and
other students in term of friendship/social relationship, provide comments to
peers/share knowledge, share feelings with peers, join Groups established for
subjects, collaboration: notification, discussion, course schedule, project
management calendar and to use educational applications for organizing learning
activities. (Inderscience)
Facebook’s reputation has changed since this study, as per an NBC News article, “Trust in
Facebook has dropped by 66 percent since the Cambridge Analytica scandal,” Herb Weisbaum
relays how “Facebooks users’ confidence in the company has plunged 66 percept as a result of
revelations that data analysis firm Cambridge Analytica inappropriately acquired data on tens of
millions of Facebook users” (Weisbaum). However, these results still show the power that social
media can have in providing spaces for academic growth. With regard to poetry being shared on
Instagram, features like the hashtags, comment sections, and direct messages allow young
learners to search topics they are interested in, such as #motivationalpoems. They can browse the
comment section and find like-minded individuals feeling similar emotions and connect with
those other readers either publicly or privately. They can then use the analytical tools provided to
them in the classroom and translate that to poems which resonate with them more, and in which
they genuinely see themselves. Thus, Instagram creates a space in which younger readers can
engage with poetry outside of physically sitting in a classroom and analyzing canonical poetry.
In this way, Instagram could be incredibly useful in a classroom, allowing students to explore
their own interests and the world of poetry, simultaneously. Insta-poetry covers a vast number of
different topics, which engages students in conversations that are typically shunned in an
academic setting. It allows students to see the struggles of other individuals up-close, giving
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them a sense of unity with the poet. Therefore, welcoming Instagram as a new subset of the
canon opens up doors for students to engage with poets and poetry in ways that we never thought
possible—but this cannot happen without accepting the value that social media has as a potential
academic tool.
Diane Lockward discusses in “Poets on Teaching Poetry,” that studying canonical poets,
while part of most Westernized education curriculums, “risks turning off students’ interest in
poetry,” (Lockward 68) and allowing students to have agency in deciding what poets they would
like to read helps them feel more involved. Further, by teaching students poems that are relevant
to their lives, they will be more responsive to the poem because they are able to see themselves
reflected within it. Lockward highlights a balanced approach to teaching poetry, which focuses
on starting with contemporary poetry and then students working their way backwards. This
method is a beneficial way of teaching poetry to young women, because only being taught the
works of canonical male poets does not foster a positive experience for many adolescents. As
Lockward explains, “by beginning with poetry that speaks to teens in their own language, we
open them up to poetry from earlier times” (68); in this way, students are free to find poems that
they relate to, both in language and in experience.
Continuing to devalue the ways in which social media expands the accessibility of poetry
upholds an elitism around the art form, an elitism which excludes so many different readers from
enjoying and partaking in literary discussions. In “The Cult of the Noble Amateur,” Rebecca
Watts notes that Insta-poetry movements, and the easily accessible nature of sharing poetry on
social media, infers that “the art form can no longer be accused of being elitist” (16), because
there is a sense that anybody can write poetry and share it online. While I agree with Watts’
argument that Insta-poetry eliminates the elitist nature of poems, I would suggest that
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recognizing Instagram as a legitimate way of sharing poetry—and, thus further accepting social
media as a new kind of canon would—encourage “better” poets to share their poetry online.
Because of the negative perceptions of Insta-poets, among some “serious” literary groups, it
could be inferred that poets seeking publishers might not want to be compared to Rupi Kaur,
because her poetry is seen as watered down. The irony of this stance is that easily accessible
poetry is “bad” because it is accessible, and “bad” poetry is accessible because it is too simple. If
we take away this stigmatization of “good” and “bad” poetry on Instagram, and accept the fact
that Instagram is in fact an incredibly valuable way of sharing poetry, we welcome an entirely
new group of poets and writers into the community to share their work. Eliminating the scholarly
reputation of social media could eventually elevate the quality of poetry on social media, while
simultaneously decreasing the elitism that has surrounded poetry for so long. Recognizing
Instagram as a reputable form of sharing poetry means that poetry can be seen more as an “equal
access” art form, one that does not exclude any group of people from poetic conversation.
However, accepting social media as a legitimate form of sharing poetry only addresses
part of the problem that surrounds Insta-poetry. In eliminating elitist poetry, this means that
entirely new groups of people are able to access poetry like never before, particularly young
women. Insta-poets like Rupi Kaur are not writing for the same audience that canonical poets
traditionally wrote for; instead, Kaur is writing for women, girls, people of color, victims of
abuse, and so many more voices that are continually silenced in poetry. Her work is seen as
“lacking,” but this critique implicitly tells her readership that the emotions they are relating to are
also “lacking,” which invalidates the experiences of so many young women reading her work.
Making poetry more accessible on social media means poetry can be directed at audiences that it
was not traditionally “meant” for. Taking away the elitism of the art form means letting go of the
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idea that poetry is meant for a certain kind of person, in addition to the belief that poetry should
be written by just one kind of poet.
If those who determine the canon were to accept Rupi Kaur, or any other Insta-poet, as
one of the new “greats,” that would suggest that her work is worthy of being read, studied, and
analyzed. While I am not arguing that Kaur, specifically, should be granted a spot in the canon,
or even that her poetry is among the best I have ever read, that does not mean her poetry is
without value. However, validating Insta-poets would recognize that their work is full of value.
Changing this perception would welcome an entirely new group of younger readers into poetic
conversation and thus further eliminate a lot of the elitism that still exists in poetry.
A gendered difficult for some Insta-poets is that their readership is generally young
women, a group that canonical poets did not traditionally write for. The great canonical poets
were generally writing for audiences like themselves, with stories and experiences that similar
people would find interesting—that is, educated white men. As female poets—Emily Dickinson,
for example—began writing, they reflected all kinds of female experiences in their work. This
was not a man trying to write about the emotions that women were feeling; it was a woman
writing her own experiences. This is the same process that is taking place with Rupi Kaur. She
writes poetry that shows her life experiences, thus gaining an audience (young women, women
of color, queer women) not usually written for or about.
Insta-poets allow young women to see themselves within a poem, bringing them into a
conversation they may otherwise be excluded from. While this is not to say that Insta-poetry
should be taught in all academic settings, if students were able to choose what poems they
wanted to look at, then they would have the option to use Kaur, or other poets like her, as a way
to enter into a literary discussion about poetry. For example, Olivia Mullen, a fan of Kaur, says
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that after coming across Kaur on social media, she “found [herself] searching for similar books,"
(qtd. in Euse). This is certainly not the only example of Kaur sparking an interest in poetry for a
young woman.
We are at a historic moment when most scholars will admit the canon needs to be
expanded, yet there is still a perception that such an expansion means letting go of quality. While
I have noted that recognizing social media as a new form of canon could increase the number of
“good” poets who share their work on various platforms, I also believe there is still room for a
discussion about the standards of quality for new forms of poetry. However, before I enter a
conversation of the redeeming qualities in Kaur’s poetry, I would first like to establish the
qualities of the greatest of all the canonical poet: William Shakespeare. There is no doubt that
Shakespeare is one of the world’s most influential writers, yet I do not remember in any of my
literature classes, ever discussing the simple question “why?”. In Shakespeare, Gabriel Egan
addresses what I believe is the true value in reading Shakespeare. Egan writes,
If, as historicists will argue, Shakespeare is utterly of his own time and cultural
place, it is hard to see why his works, rather than, say, locally-produced literature,
should be studied at once in California, Cambridge, and Calcutta. On the other
hand lies the idea (now unfashionable) that Shakespeare’s works embody truths
that do not change over time and that apply in all cultures, so that in studying
them we study ideas that always have been and always will be relevant to human
concerns. To reconcile these positions we could argue since it is a predominating
feature of international artistic and educational culture, the Shakespeare canon
simply must be tackled… because it is there. That is, we could take the
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importance of Shakespeare to be not the inherent value in the works but the value
that societies have, over the past 400 years, attached to the works. (Egan 2-3)
The importance that Egan attaches to reading Shakespeare spans far beyond the technical beauty
that sits on the page. Shakespeare remains culturally and educationally relevant because his work
has constantly been used to influence other popular texts. The tropes he establishes, the plots he
reuses, the emotions he tackles: these provide the basis for love stories and tragedies that have
yet to be written. Furthermore, his works provide a lens through which to examine how the forms
of poetry and playwriting have changed and evolved over hundreds of years. Shakespeare will
never cease to be an important literary figure—arguably the most important—because over time,
audiences will continue to attach new significance to his work, in much the way Egan suggests
we already have.
However, even Shakespeare is not without his critics. In “Misogyny in the Sonnets:
Connections between Hell and Female Sexuality,” Jordan Kohn-Foley argues that throughout the
Sonnets, Shakespeare demonstrates a persistent misogyny through comparisons made to Hell and
the female body. In reference to Sonnet 1292, Kohn-Foley notes how words such as “perjured,”
“murd'rous, ”“bloody,” “full of blame,” “savage,” “extreme,” “rude,” “cruel,” and “not to trust”
“immediately presents the speaker’s negative and disparaging views regarding sex, which is
positioned later in the sonnet to have a direct link to hell” (6), and later, “sex is connected not
only to hell directly, but also to shame throughout the sonnet” (7). Kohn-Foley suggests a deep
misogyny in Shakespeare’s poetry, which is continued in their discussion of several other
sonnets. Additionally, some scholars are also critical of plays such as Romeo and Juliet, where
“characters such as Lord Capulet, Leonato, Claudio, and Mercutio all embody differing traits of
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masculinity, yet at root, their toxicity stems from one thing: a hatred of women, also known as
misogyny” (Gomes 2). While Shakespeare is, rightfully, revered as one of the greatest canonical
writers due to his careful attention to plot, rhyme, rhythm, and diction, among other techniques,
there is also a suspicion that some of his greatest writing is perhaps misogynistic. At this point, it
is worth noting that many other established “greats” have also been criticized for their
misogynistic writings3. However, they are still part of the established literary canon. While
women have helped to reshape this persistent misogyny, it is vital to note that the gold standard
of poetry is at times seen as upholding the idea that women are the inferior sex.
It is important to note, as well, that neither Rupi Kaur nor any other Insta-poets have ever
claimed to be of the likes of Shakespeare. However, this does not mean that they have not
already had a significant impact on poetry. Many female Insta-poets are mirroring the actions of
feminist writers who came long before them, in the ways that they are reclaiming the female
experience through their writing. When Virginia Woolf wrote that “a woman must have money
and a room of her own if she is to write fiction” (4), she demonstrated that in order for women to
be taken seriously in literature, they must be provided the tools to do so. Through her proposal of
“Judith”, an imagined sister of Shakespeare, Woolf shows the reader that even though Judith
“was as adventurous, as imaginative, as agog to see the world as [Shakespeare] was… she was
not sent to school. She had no chance of learning grammar and logic, let alone of reading Horace
and Virgil” (47). From the very beginning of this story of Judith, Woolf highlights that young
women were not given the same tools to be great writers, as young men, and thus the canon was

3
In The Dynamics of Male/Female Relationships in John Donne’s Love Poetry, Amanda Boyd discusses
how John Donne’s poetry also tends to demonstrate “a ‘persistent misogyny’” (Boyd 6) towards women. She claims
that even though his work shows a clear distaste of women in a position of power, since Donne did not outwardly
show a distaste towards all women, he should not be criticized as harshly, because he moved away from the more
misogynistic Petrarchan style.
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unfairly shaped to privilege men. Over time, women did begin to have rooms of their own—and
educations, and even money which provided them with the time to be able to write. The reason
that the canon began to include women was that society was also fundamentally reshaping.
However, as the world has continued to change, it seems that the canon has mostly stayed
the same. Writing 60 years after Woolf, Alice Walker writes in In Search of Our Mothers’
Gardens: Womanist Prose that:
Virginia Woolf, in her book A Room of One's Own, wrote that in order for a
woman to write fiction she must have two things, certainly: a room of her own
(with key and lock) and enough money to support herself. What, then, are we to
make of Phillis Wheatley, a slave, who owned not even herself? This sickly, frail,
Black girl who required a servant of her own at times—her health was so
precarious—and who, had she been white, would have been easily considered the
intellectual superior of all the women and most of the men in the society of her
day. (235)
While Woolf argued for women to be taken seriously in literature, that inclusion was limited to a
particular group: white women. As Walker suggests, if Wheatley was a white woman, and not a
slave, she may have been given a room of her own, and been able to share her intellect with the
world.
As Phillis Wheatley made clear, female writers, writers of color, and/or writers with
intersectional identities are, and always have been, composing poetry. Kae Tempest, a
contemporary non-binary performance poet who uses they/them pronouns, explains in their
poetry collection Hold Your Own, that they “wrote the collection based around the mythic figure
Tyresius. It was about gender, sex, childhood. For me that was a real turning point. It was the
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first time I’d written about my sexuality and my gender” (qtd. in Bootle). While they use social
media primarily as a tool to promote their work, it is still important to recognize that Instagram
has provided Tempest a way to engage with followers about their work, in hopes of sharing their
personal experiences. This example highlights once again that social media has become a space
for writers and poets with intersecting identities to share their work in ways that were not
previously conceivable.
Reshaping the canon to see Instagram as a reputable publishing app allows for the
authentic experiences of young women to be shared at large, which ultimately benefits the poetry
community. When we think about poetry as a society in a world where technology seems to run
our lives, we see traditional/canonical poetry, and Instagram poetry as oppositional. We see the
benefits of reading Shakespeare, but only see the downfalls of reading Insta-poets, because the
subject and audience differ so much. Expanding the canon, however, eliminates this separation
and gives young women the opportunity to see their lived experiences reflected in an art form
that long excluded them. Virginia Woolf writes in A Room of One’s Own that, “the very reason
why the poetry excites one to such abandonment, such rapture, is that it celebrates some feeling
that one used to have… so that one responds easily, familiarly, without troubling to check the
feeling, or to compare it with any that one has now” (14). It is important to note that this is the
experience of poetry in Woolf’s time, an experience for those who had access to poetry. The
feelings of excitement, abandonment, the celebration of feeling, was only granted to those who
had access to the canon, which was primarily through their education. The “new canon” that
social media has created, predominately through Instagram, allows poets like Kaur to extend this
feeling to readers beyond the scope of the original canon. With taking away the elitism
surrounding poetry, Instagram as a canon creates an entire new generation of readership that can
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experience poetry that they relate to for the first time. When a young woman comes across
Kaur’s poetry on her explore page on Instagram, she may find herself scrolling through her page
for hours, screenshotting posts that get to the core of how she is feeling. From there, she may
search through poetry hashtags or go to the bookstore and get her hands on a work by Walt
Whitman, Emily Dickinson, or any other esteemed poet. The fact of the matter is that
recognizing Instagram as a valuable canonical tool to share poetry has the power to inspire so
many other young writers—female, male, and non-binary. As a literary community we must
reshape the canon to look beyond the exclusive and elitist “greats” and accept that as the world
changes around us, so must the literary canon. Eliminating this idea of “good” and “bad” poetry
based solely on where the work is posted has the power to fundamentally change the next
generation of readers. We must work collectively, however, to stop demeaning the importance
Instagram and Insta-poets have had, and will continue to have, in changing the art form. We
must stop resisting the inclusion of new readership because those readers do not look like the
scholars that poetry was first made for. Instagram as a literary canon can be the next great tool in
academia and can lead us to equitable access to poetry in a way that we have truly never seen
before; this is only possible when we stop fighting the power social media has in our lives and
work to allow social media and poetry to coexist without being mutually exclusive.
In reframing the question “what if Shakespeare had a sister?” I ask, what if Shakespeare
had a sister who had Instagram? Regarding Instagram as part of the new canon of literature
would open doors for women writers of color, non-binary writers, and transgender writers, to be
able to share their work and have it been acknowledged as valuable. The heart of the matter is
that Instagram is a place where poetry exists without the limitations of publishing—a “room”
where women can share their work, a room in which money is not the defining factor. It is a
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place where young Black women can search for poems by other Black women when they cannot
take time out of their day to go to Barnes & Noble to physically search for them. It is a place
where young non-binary individuals can seek out stories that reflect their experiences, which are
not usually taught, or even acknowledged, in a classroom. Instagram is a canon without
limitation, and when it is accepted as such, the standard of Insta-poetry will increase because
“serious” poets will be more inclined to share their works with the world in such an accessible
way. However, even if the quality does not change and Insta-poetry continues to be compared to
“shower-thoughts,” what truly matters is that those shower-thoughts are being expressed by
women and individuals who have traditionally been excluded from the canon. Reshaping the
canon means confronting the fact that at its core, the canon is exclusionary, and that though the
world has changed, some people are not given a room of their own. Accepting Instagram as a
reputable mode of sharing within academia grants young learners everywhere to feel as though
their lived experiences are worth being studied and gives poets other than white men and women
with privilege the ability to share works that could one day change the world in the same way
Shakespeare did. What if, though, in some odd way, Instagram is the real long-lost sister of
Shakespeare, and it can define the new canon in much the way that Shakespeare defined the
current one?
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Rupi Kaur and Social Media
The term “influencer,” while only making its way into the dictionary in 2019 (Suciu), can
actually be traced back to “ancient Rome when gladiators actually endorsed products” (Suciu).
Influencers during the 21st century, however, have taken this role to a whole new level. With the
rise of social media and the easily accessible nature of sharing content, influencers have started
to pop up everywhere. Especially as platforms like TikTok continue rolling out, the variety of
different social media platforms allow influencers to create personal brands easier than ever
before.
It could be difficult to decide who the first true “influencer” was in the 21st century; many
might suggest Paris Hilton or the Kardashians, for instance. However, in a 2018 article in
Repeller, Harling Ross asks: “was Caroline Calloway the first Instagram influencer?” Calloway
is an influencer, especially popular on Instagram, who began posting longer captions detailing
her life in 2012, when she was a college student at New York University. The goal of her posts
was to create a sort of story that her followers could read as each post came out; a sort-ofautobiography that she hoped would gain enough publicity to pick up a book deal. She describes,
I began by writing an autobiographical story that carried across multiple
Instagram posts and introduced different people in my life as “characters.” I know
that sounds strange, but think about what it’s like when you follow people on
Instagram. You become invested in their lives and the people in them — their
friends, their romantic partners, their coworkers. They’re like characters in one of
your favorite books, except even better because they actually exist. (qtd. in Ross)
While there are disputes as to whether she is the first Instagram influencer, Caroline Calloway
was the first woman to bring social media and publishing together. Calloway is special because
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her story was autobiographical, which allows her to not only use Instagram as a means of sharing
original content, but also allows her to create a brand for herself. The key to being an influencer
is having a strong personal brand; users will not want to engage with an insincere influencer,
regardless of the products they are promoting. Calloway exemplifies the benefits of combining
publishing and social media; because of the interactive nature of it, she highlights how users can
engage on a more personal level with the story.
Developing a personal brand can be incredibly beneficial in reaching long-term goals in
publishing. In the Repeller interview, Calloway shares that she was picked up by a publisher, but
eventually backed out of the deal because she felt as though the story she originally proposed to
write no longer suited her. The reason that Caroline Calloway was offered a book deal,
regardless of whether she took it or not, stems from her presence on social media and, more
broadly, the concept of brand equity, which is defined as “the commercial value that derives
from consumer perception of the brand name of a particular product or service, rather than from
the product or service itself” (“Brand equity”). When influencers like Calloway can make a name
for themselves based on their own life experiences, which then becomes their work/product,
strong brand equity is established because consumers associate quality with the personality and
perception of the seller. This is not to say that her work does not have value; but rather, that it is
her decision to share parts of her life on social media in an authentic light that makes her
appealing to audiences.
It is important to understand that within “influencer culture” there are “mega” influencers
and “micro” influencers” (Bapat). The former refers to influencers, like celebrities, who have
incredibly large followings; the latter, more niche influencers whose specific interests lend
themselves to particular followers. When discussing how Insta-poets fit into influencer culture,
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one must acknowledge that social media has become a space where creators like Caroline
Calloway, who shares her work and her personal life, are co-existing in a space with mega
influencers like Kim Kardashian West or Charli D’Amilio. I distinguish between “creator” and
“influencer” to demonstrate that creators produce content that engages and inspires their
audience, whereas influencers post content that is geared toward prompting their followers to
buy products. Sharing a space with mega-influencers, who are constantly scrutinized and/or
caught in scandals4, worsens the perception of Insta-poets because they are associated with being
problematic or “bad influences.”
Rupi Kaur’s defining moment on social media, the post that violated community
guidelines, positions her to appear more as an influencer on social media rather than a poet. Lang
Leav could be considered the first “real” social media poet, as she began sharing her work
primarily on Tumblr in 2012, and then self-published her work Love and Misadventure in 2013;
however, she is not the Insta-poet many first think of. Kaur is who many associate with the term,
as her popularity on the platform has led to her being able to publish two poetry collections,
grace the cover of Cosmopolitan, sell out auditoriums for readings, and ultimately engage an
audience of young women who often feel marginalized from poetic discussions. Kaur stands out
against other female Insta-poets such as Leav because of her ability to resonate with her primary
consumers; market herself as a woman writing for young women; and engage her audience
through social media. Furthermore, Kaur has brand equity because, whether she is promoting
products for other companies or using her platform to promote her own work, her followers find
her promotions loyal to the image she has created for herself. This gives her strong brand equity:

4

Kim Kardashian West has been subject to many scandals regarding cultural appropriation. One of the
most notable, in 2019 when she appeared on the cover of 7Hollywood magazine with darkened skin. She was
accused of “blackfishing” – a term used to describe white people who are pretend to be black by making their skin
darker, usually with makeup (Jadezweni).
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because her followers trust her products due to the strong character Kaur attempts to portray on
social media, thus making her appear more as a friend to her followers than a celebrity trying to
make a profit.
It is her candor and outspokenness as a young, cisgender, woman of color that makes
Kaur such an intriguing figure on social media. She uses her platform not only to share her
poetry, but also personal photos of herself, sometimes captioned with short poems, updates about
her life, or simple, “every day” captions that many of her followers would likely also use. Her
raw and relatable presence on social media markets her as an inspirational figure for young
girls—who make up a vast majority of her following—because her audience can see themselves
in her. Kaur’s self-promotion allows her to share her personal values; she is open about her
racialized experiences as a Punjabi-Canadian, and vocal about her personal opinions regarding
politics and women’s rights. For instance, throughout much of 2020, she was encouraging her
American followers of age to register to vote, as well as to participate in local elections5. During
the summer of 2020, following the brutal murder of George Floyd, Kaur made posts uplifting
black voices and the Black Lives Matter Movement. She attempted to give her followers
resources to understand what was going on, as well as to take action6.
By being open with her experiences as a Punjabi-Canadian, Kaur markets herself as a
new and original voice, which differentiates her from other Insta-poets, and by posting about
political movements she supports, her followers gain a greater sense of who she is and what she
believes in. As she promotes herself in a way that allows her audience to connect with her, Kaur
is able to “control [her] career development and how the market perceives [her]” (Noricks).
Kaur’s presence online appears to be incredibly authentic as both poet and young woman, and
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her ability to uphold this image help to maintain her followers’ engagement with her poetry. Her
authenticity on Instagram translates into her interaction with followers, as she is continually
engaging with fans in the comments of her photos, either commenting directly back or liking
positive comments7. Kaur’s interactions with her fans, while heartwarming, is also an effective
marketing strategy, as it supports the image of Kaur being accessible, and thus more appealing to
her audience. Kaur’s self-promotion and branding techniques allow her life and her poetry to be
shared as one, thus allowing people to associate her poetry with who she is as an individual. This
can be seen as a bit backward from what one might expect; typically, we view poetry as standing
on its own and the poet being secondary to the work. Kaur, however, promotes herself and her
poetry as one and the same on social media; this gives her poems great visibility because (as I
have come to find in discussing this thesis topic with my peers) while many may not have
interacted with her poetry, they still recognize her name.
Kaur’s poetry can be described as short, free verse poems, with a few longer-form
exceptions. They are written in lower case letters8, and at times, but not always, take into
consideration a specific rhyme scheme. Her writing is constantly criticized for being overly
simple, and further criticized for their subject matter: many of her poems lend themselves to
depicting the female experience, which often entails heartbreak, violence, uncertainty, loss, and
insecurity. Kaur addresses the simplistic style of her writing on the “faq” section of her website,
discussing how even though she speaks in Punjabi, she is unable to write in the Gurmukhi script,
necessary to write in the language. A few of the characteristics of Punjabi are that all the letters
are written lowercase, and the only type of punctuation present is a period (Kaur “Why do you”).
She concludes: “in order to preserve these small details of my mother language I include them
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within this language” (Kaur “Why do you”). This statement reflects that the simplistic nature of
her poetry is meant to be representative her culture, an aspect of her poetry which not many have
not taken into consideration when commenting. The form of her poetry is also subject to much
criticism precisely in part because it is written to be easily shared on social media, which
automatically deems the poetry “bad,” regardless of any consideration for her reasons behind
form or rhyme.
It is the easily accessible nature of sharing poems on social media, combined with Kaur’s
easily-understood free verse, that makes her poetry so popular among many young women.
Many are able to see a post on their feed, read it in a few seconds, and relate to it almost
immediately because the language is accessible to them. Kaur is writing so that young women
are able to see themselves reflected in an art form that continually excludes them, but ironically,
it is precisely the fact that her poems are written for young women that places Kaur’s writing in a
position to be seen as “childish” or “shower-thoughts,” because these experiences and emotions
are not often reflected in canonical poetry.
As the popularity of social media platforms has continued to grow, so has the possibility
of online hate and parodying, because spreading both positivity and negatively is easy on the
internet. As much appreciation and support as there is flooding the comment sections of Kaur’s
poems, her popularity subjects her to a specific kind of online vitriol that demeans her style of
writing. Her position as an influencer has brought her poetry a plethora of online parodies,
further demonstrating that the style she writes in is frequently not taken seriously. Parodies on
Twitter take the form of Kaur’s free verse and translates it into humerous, “relatable,” subjects,
such as “i was / a four loko / but / he wanted / a white claw / - rupi kaur” (@localfratrat) or “if
you / get bored / just write / some / fake / rupi kaur / poems / it’s fun” (@oliviacraighead).
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Parodies like these not only demean Kaur as a poet who is willing to share her work, but also the
young women who see themselves in Kaur’s poetry. Worse, the popular Twitter account
“@sourmilknhoney,” draws obscene pictures, typically of a penis, on top of the images
appearing in Kaur’s collection9.
The amount of positive feedback these types of parodies receive, even by some who
claim to be fans of Kaur’s, demonstrates the myriad ways in which social media fosters negative
environments, and further continues to eliminate spaces where women feel as though they are
able to share their opinions or feelings. In a YouTube segment from PBS entitled “Poet Rupi
Kaur Reaches New Audiences in a New Way,” Kaur comments that the actual term “Insta-poet”
works the same way as many of her online critics do. She suggests that although many use her
poetry as a vehicle to understand their own emotions the term itself invalidates those experiences
because it trivializes so much of what most women experience growing up (“Poet”, 00:05:48 –
00:06:17). Many of the users who parody Kaur’s work fail to recognize that while her poems are
indeed simple in structure, they are profound in how they resonate with an audience. For
example, on May 20th, Kaur shares a simple poem on her Instagram from page 107 of her latest
work, home body, which is meant to make her readers feel as though they are not alone in feeling
regret or being angry with themselves for not taking responsibility. While this regret is a
common sentiment for young women, one commenter writes under the post, “this is a weak ass
poem” (@mikeygtho)10. What this commenter fails to recognize—as well as so many others who
post negative comments about Kaur’s work being weak—is that her poems are the thoughts of
many young women. Claiming that the reflection of emotions that so many young women do as
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“weak ass” invalidates those experiences, and thus further alienates young women from literary
conversations.
In 2019, writer Andrew Lloyd performed an experiment to see if he could become
popular on Instagram by posting short free-verse poems that mimic the style of popular Instapoets such as Kaur. The Vice article, “I Faked My Way as an Instagram Poem, and It Went
Bizarrely Well” described how Lloyd set out to answer the question: “are Kaur and her cohorts
really making meaningful points in a quick, simple way, deservedly picking up followers off the
back of it? Or is their stuff just a load of easily digestible, marketable noise?” (Lloyd). Lloyd
then goes on to describe each week of this experiment; for instance, deciding on a name
(“@RavenStaresPoetry”) a profile picture, and starting to write poems11. He notes that at the end
of the first week, he “was averaging about 50 likes on each post” and his account “had already
amassed 281 followers, which is fucking absurd” (Lloyd).
During week four, Lloyd explains, he wanted to legitimize his poetry by gaining
validation from someone with more popularity. He commented on a post by @AtticusPoetry, a
very famous Insta-poet, asking what the fellow writer thought of his work. Lloyd shares a photo
of the reply where @AtticusPoetry responds “amazing work x”12. By the end of his experiment,
Lloyd had gained 649 followers and calculates that he “could get 8,000 followers within one
year” (Lloyd) if he continued posting as he was. At the conclusion of his article, he writes,
Rebecca Watts had a point when she accused Instagram poetry of rejecting
complexity, but I think that's precisely why it's so successful. People don't have
time to regularly dissect Wordsworth or Byron, but a flash of poetry on their feed
can make them feel like they've connected with something. It's true a lot of people
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are masquerading as talented – it turns out this stuff is easy to fake – but that
doesn't mean the reaction of the readers isn't real and valid. (Lloyd)
The popularity he gained, while a joke to him, highlights a community on Instagram that gains a
sense of visibility through being able to find poems they enjoy. Even if the readers of his posts
are not relating to his poems in some profound or sentimental way—that is, in the way that a lot
of Kaur’s readers do, those readers are still finding joy in poetry in a way that they may not have
when trying to read William Wordsworth. It is also important to note that even Lloyd himself
points out that even though there are a lot of people “masquerading” as talented (or in other
words, whose poetry may not be the most fundamentally life changing), the way that readers
respond to a poem is unique and specific to that person.
Rupi Kaur’s popularity in no way stems from her being the greatest poet of all time,
which notably, she has never claimed to be. Kaur’s popularity is the result of the way she
markets herself on social media. The reality is that many Insta-poets do not have similar
visibility, but her position as an influencer has created an environment where poets from all over
have begun to feel comfortable posting online. A lot of this comfort stems from the fact that
Kaur has proven Insta-poetry to be a lucrative profession: she continues to gain acclaim
throughout the world; her collections sell out in bookstores; and her followers continue to rise. If
Andrew Lloyd would have focused on self-promotion, posting about his likes and interests, as
well as his poetry, there is a strong chance his following would have increased much quicker.
While this was not the point of his experiment, the fact of the matter is that the connection
readers have to a poem, as well as the poet, is what makes Insta-poetry so appealing. As Lloyd
notes, seeing even a short, rhetorical question on someone’s feed can help a reader feel
connected.
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When we take into consideration the events we have lived through since the start of the
Coronavirus pandemic, people across the world were feeling as disconnected from one another
as ever before. Technology has the power to help alleviate much of that disconnection, and has
become an incredibly important part of our lives. During a time of great anxiety, readers are able
to relate to Insta-poets in a way that is hard to do when reading Shakespeare for class. Lloyd is
correct to point out that no matter how simple the words of Insta-poets may be, no matter how
lacking in complexity the rhyme scheme, the emotions are still true. The experiences are still
honest, and that is what makes Insta-poetry so popular. There are valid critiques about Rupi
Kaur’s poetry, her role as influencer, her self-promotion. However, the comment sections of her
posts demonstrate that Kaur is giving young women the opportunity to feel their emotions; to
feel validated; and to feel comforted, knowing they are not alone.
It is hard to imagine at this point, especially after living through a global pandemic, that
we will reach a point in time where technology use will regress. Social media usage and
engagement widely influences the opinions of millions of people, and we will only continue to
see influencers—mega, micro, and everything in-between—popping up. While it is fair, perhaps,
that critics do not see the literary merit in Kaur’s poetry, it is naive to ignore her reach and ability
to show generations of readers that poetry can be for everyone; that poetry is not for only one
kind of person. When academics and critics accept that social media is a vital tool in sharing
poetry, and that not all Insta-poetry is “bad” just because it’s coming from someone on the app,
then we will be able to fully and wholeheartedly move into the next generation of poetry. We
may even be able to find the next Shakespeare. They just might be writing behind a screen, and
not with a quill.
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Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility
Now more than ever, we are experiencing a much-needed push for diversity, equity, and
inclusion within all facets of our society. We see this necessity widely, including in scholarship
focusing on the benefits of creating more diverse and inclusive spaces within fields like
medicine, technology, or engineering. In “Diversity through Equity and Inclusion: The
Responsibility Belongs to All of Us,” James Olzmann, an associate professor at the University of
California-Berkeley, addresses the importance of diversity “[in] the core mission[s]” (2757) of
universities as well as outside of education. As he dives into a discussion related to the
importance of diversity initiatives being integrated into our society, he states:
A common argument for diversity is a business model, that a variety of opinions
and perspectives leads to more creative problem-solving and innovation (National
Institutes of Health, 2019). In addition, due to the changing demographics in the
United States and the increase in historically excluded groups, diversity enables a
field to better utilize the full talent pool. Perhaps this is the most compelling
argument for some audiences, particularly those driven by achieving maximum
market success. However, the moral argument is just as important, and it is often
not given adequate weight. We should not simply value the increase in success
brought by diversity, we should value an equitable and just system that provides
equal access to opportunities, recognizes talent is distributed across all groups
independent of identity, and acknowledges each of us are human beings deserving
of dignity. (Olzmann 2758)
It is vital to highlight that many recent diversity initiatives are driven by profit margins. This is
apparent most recently in the influx of ad campaigns that highlight various body types, gender
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expressions, races, and ethnicities. While the “achieve maximum market success” approach to
diversity is bobth narrow-sighted and selfishly motivated, it is nonetheless beneficial for a
variety of audiences to see diversity among actors, characters, models, and influencers. However,
as Olzmann notes, it is equally as important to increase diversity because of the benefits to the
economy, and/or how a company is perceived, as it is to strive to create a society that values
equitable access and diverse representation—because that is the right thing to do. Olzmann
suggests that we must “acknowledge [that] each of us are human beings deserving of dignity”
(2758), a strikingly simple sentiment, but one that is, apparently, difficult to implement.
In the realm of social media, specifically, one can see that diversity, equity, and inclusion
take shape in the ways companies promote themselves; for instance, the models they photograph
and the language they use, and the types of influencers the endorse (and vice versa). One of the
largest recent movements on social media, particularly Instagram, is the “body positivity
movement,” which is meant to help individuals see the value in themselves regardless of their
weight, as social media has so often pushed the idea that “skinny equals beautiful.” The way the
body positivity movement has created diversity not only comes from the way that all body types
are celebrated and valued, but it also allows for different races, gender expressions, sexualities,
and ethnicities.
It is remarkable to see how social media fosters diversity. Instagram, for example, is a
beneficial tool for increasing inclusivity exactly because of the way that it spans across different
countries, places, and types of users. However, we must also recognize the pitfalls to using social
media as a tool to spread diversity. Social media influencers who fit the “idealized” (i.e.,
Western) standard of beauty are usually white. While this has begun to change in recent years, as
women of color have become more popular as influencers, countless women and girls are still
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shown images of Western beauty standards they cannot achieve, in countries where the
population is not majority white. Recognizing that there are both benefits and downfalls to how
social media functions in the wider world is an essential part of understanding how diversity,
equity, and accessibility work within the Insta-poetry movement, specifically.
The Insta-poet movement is rooted very much in the diversity of its writers and
readership alike, making the community unique on Instagram. Many Insta-poets—such as Rupi
Kaur, Lang Leav, and Nayyirah Waheed—are women with intersecting identities who have a
large number of followers. These Insta-poets are not only posting their poetry on their Instagram
accounts, though; they are also trying to engage their readers in conversations about current
issues. As discussed previously, Kaur has been incredibly vocal about her own stance, as well as
trying to engage her readers to do their research and providing sources she cares about, such as
#BLM or Stop Asian Hate13 . Therefore, not only is the Insta-poet community subset of social
media that is more diverse than many others, but the poets themselves are also promoting social
justice in spaces where other influencers have kept silent out of fear of being “problematic” on
these issues.
Additionally, the readership of many Insta-poets is made up of individuals who
themselves have intersectional identities. The beauty of Insta-poetry is writers authentically
express who they are, and readers are able to see reflections of themselves in the poets with
whom they are engaging. Kae Tempest, for example, and their younger readers may have very
little other interaction with poets who are not cis, white men. As a result, Tempest can attract a
more diverse audience and promote a sense of among them. This enhances the poetry community
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at large, because the increasing diversity of the individual poets opens up the possibility of
making poetry, in general, a more inclusive experience.
Instagram allows these writers to make poetry more diverse in terms of subject matter,
but also in form, rhyme, and even emotional depth. As mentioned previously, Kaur’s poems tend
to draw specifically on her ties to Punjabi culture. While some critics may claim that her decision
to write in lower-case letters is an aesthetic cop-out (Galloway), it is, for her, a connection she is
using to bring her culture to other people. It can be easy to assume that just because these poets
are sharing their work on Instagram that the poems are too simple, or that they are lacking in
depth or meaning. While the poems may be simple in some ways, they are also complex in the
diversity they are bringing to readers who may not see themselves reflected in poetry, or who
may have never had the opportunity to explore other cultures, forms of gender expression,
sexualities, or beliefs.
Social media can be a positive, and at times very productive, tool in advancing these
kinds of social justice-focused conversations. Niche communities like Insta-poets have made a
conscious effort to further these conversations, both through their work and engaging the
followings they have built. In fact, there have been pushes to use poetry, specifically, to address
social justice issues more directly. These initiatives extend beyond social media, too; for
example, in 2015 PolicyLink, a research institute working to advance racial and economic
equity, hosted an Equity Summit as well as “created Equity Speaks, an integration of racial,
social and economic equity-focused poets and poetry into the majority of workshops, forums,
and plenaries of the summit” (Liu). The work that PolicyLink put into this event in 2015 shows
just how productive using poetry can be to communicate complex emotions behind real-world
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problems. However, PolicyLink met in-person, but Instagram can be an even more productive
space to have these conversations.
Examining the reach Instagram has as a social media platform, it is easy to see that social
media has already begun to shape much of our everyday lives across the world. In her blog post
“Diversity, equity, and inclusion: how has the conversation changed on social media?” Madison
Busick, a junior marketing analyst, provides research to understand how engagement on social
media shifted because of the Black Lives Matter Movement gaining traction after the murder of
George Floyd (Busick). One specific graph shows that as of November 2019 - April 2020, 57%
of Instagram users were using the platform to speak on various social justice issues14 (Busick).
With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Busick notes that “there was a shift in platforms
where people were willing to have these discussions, as well. Instagram, which used to be a very
apolitical environment, was suddenly inundated with infographics and demands for
accountability” (Busick). The accompanying graph shows that from May 2020 - October 2020,
81% of Instagram users were using the platform to talk about diversity, equity, and inclusion
(Busick). These statistics can be related to the Insta-poetry community because many of these
poets, as stated, have similarly used their platforms throughout the last year to talk about social
justice issues.
While Instagram is actively being used to make poetry a more diverse experience poets
are also using the platform to make the art form more widely accessible. Although the idea that
poetry is meant for the “elite” has decreased over the years, there still persists a belief that poetry
is meant to be consumed and/or understood by a certain audience. More than this, poetry has not
historically been written for an audience of young women. With the increase in social media
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usage, combined with the rise of Insta-poetry as a movement, “accessible” poetry means that
anybody—regardless of race, income, status, global location, or education—is able to interact
with poetry.
To illustrate: a graph provided by Statista shows the number of Instagram users, by
country, in millions15. From this data, collected as of July 2021, one can see that Instagram has
an enormous global reach. For example, as of the third quarter of 2020, Instagram was the third
most popular social media platform in Ghana, with 56.3% of people throughout the country
using Instagram16 (Sasu). Other graphs illustrate the recent increase in social media usage, such
as in South Africa, where the number of users grew from 3.8 million in September 2018 to 5.79
million in April 202117 (Statista Research Department). No matter the country one chooses to
look at, in most parts of the world it seems that if there is access to the Internet, then Instagram
users are increasing by the millions.
The use of Instagram makes poetry more accessible not only to people who already love
the art form, but also to those, such as young women, who do not commonly have access to
printed collections. However, the inequalities young women face go far beyond poetry—yet
inequitable access to poetry is worsened by many young women’s lack of access to education
and technology. As Joni Seager points in The Women’s Atlas, in countries like Chad, Niger,
Pakistan, and Guinea, there are many more boys completing school, and then continuing their
education, than young women (Seager 149). However, Seager also points to statistics that show
that 52% of women in the Middle East and North Africa, as well as 36% of women in SubSaharan Africa, have access to a mobile phone (Seager 166). In these same regions, women are
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8% and 13%, respectively, less likely to have a mobile phone. These statistics demonstrate that
girls are more likely to have a phone when they reach a certain age than they are to finish their
schooling. They suggest that many girls are less likely to go to school and get a formal education
during which they are able to read Shakespeare than they are to eventually come across a Rupi
Kaur poem on Instagram.
Considering the “accessibility” of poetry, means whether or not someone has access to
poems. However, there is also another layer to accessibility, which has to do with the belief that
poetry should be available to its intended audience in terms of emotions, language, and
experience. Instagram makes the emotions that any person chooses to express accessible for
others to find and relate to, and the Insta-poet and Insta-poetry communities can share those
emotions in a way that isn’t just a funny or sad caption on a random photo. Sharing those
emotions through Instagram makes poetry as an art form more accessible than it ever has been.
In her 1985 essay, “Poetry Is Not a Luxury,” Audre Lorde discusses how poetry “for
women… is not a luxury. It is a vital necessity for our existence” (Lorde 1). She then claims that
“poetry is the way we help give name to the nameless so it can be thought. The farthest external
horizons of our hopes and fears are cobbled by our poems, carved from the rock experience of
our daily lives” (Lorde 1). Lorde proposes that poetry is inaccessible to certain groups of women
to suggest that poetry should, in fact, be an equitable experience for all those who would like to
be involved in poetic conversation. While Lorde’s argument has certainly reverberated through
the years, the academic community is currently at a point where poetry continues to be gatekept.
The idea that poetry should be limited to the emotions of a more “desirable” audience, should
only be written using a certain stature of language, and should only be written about “universal”
experiences—which are only universal to the “desired” audience—eliminates any chance of
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equitable access to poetry for readers who were not considered when canonical poetry was bring
written.
Poets like Rupi Kaur share their stories, experiences, and emotions through poetry
because it is a cathartic way to process and rationalize emotions. While the intention behind
sharing their work may not solely be to make poetry as an art form less elitist and more
accessible, the fact remains that the end result of sharing poetry on Instagram does open up
access to poems in a new way for many generations of readers to come. There will always be
some kind of elitism in poetry, but that doesn’t necessarily need to be a bad thing. At the end of
the day, everyone deserves to have some kind of poetry they can read, relate to, or simply just
enjoy. Equitable access to poetry—that which is not confined by race, gender, ethnicity, sexual
or gender expression, or any other marker of identity—does not inherently mean that the quality
of poetry will decrease. Involving marginalized groups in poetic conversation, in reality, will
likely allow poets to express untapped emotions, experiences, stories, and will invoke a sense of
belonging in audiences that have, historically, been missing from the conversation
Accessible poetry should be accepted in academia because it is a valuable tool for young
individuals around the world, regardless of the quality of work being produced. If we accept
Instagram as a reputable platform to share poems, this will lead to better poets sharing better
work. Equitable access to poetry means that workshops like “Equity Speaks” do not have to be a
niche event to talk about poetry, but instead, an everyday practice for individuals of all ages and
from all backgrounds. The voices of scholars who have dedicated their lives to studying poetry
should be respected, but that does not mean other voices needs to be eliminated. If we try to push
Insta-poetry away from “real” poetry, we will only push an entire generation of young readers
away from the only poetry that they may have access to. Instagram is one new path toward a
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more inclusive, diverse, accessible, and equitable form of poetry. Insta-poets are the vehicle we
can use to truly understand and accept that as Audre Lorde said, “Poetry Is Not a Luxury.”
Prioritizing truly accessible poetry is a first step in making that statement true for everyone.
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Conclusion
Instagram is a place where Rupi Kaur has emerged at the forefront of Insta-poetry, and
has sparked a movement and recognition that does not appear to be going away any time soon.
Instagram has made poetry more diverse in readers and writers alike; it is because of Kaur that I
was able to explore and enjoy poetry through the lens of social justice.
The world is going to continue to become more and more connected each day, and we
will evolve into a society that may not even have in-person bookstores or hardback books that
scholars and critics love so dearly. We could become a society that values a screen more than a
book. However, we do not have to become a society that devalues poetry just because it is
mainly being published online.
The poetry community has the potential to welcome new generations of poets into their
community with just a few clicks. During the process of writing this thesis, I have thought about
how many poets are sitting somewhere in this world without a publisher or the ability to selfpublish. Instagram usage shows that influencers are providing spaces for young people of color,
young women, non-binary individuals in ways that were previously unimaginable. Insta-poetry
has the potential to take this a step further and provide young individuals a space where they can
interact with like-minded people who are trying to find solace with others over a shared
experience.
For centuries, poets have been reflecting how their audience feels; at times, it is scary to
read a poem and think, “that is exactly how I am feeling, how did they know?” There are fans
like Olivia Mullen who “found [herself] searching for similar books" (qtd. in Euse) after reading
posts on Instagram. Perhaps Mullen encountered poets like Lang Leav or Nayyirah Waheed.
Maybe she found an up-and-coming poet to read. Maybe she decided she wanted to try her hand
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at reading Walt Whitman. Maybe she’s even started writing poetry herself. The point is, Mullen
was inspired by Kaur and the Insta-poetry community that surrounds her.
The beauty of poetry on social media is that interacting with poetry is not unique to
people who only have access to canonical poets. While the elitism surrounding poetry has
decreased in the past years, as poets of all ages, colors, sexualities, and gender expressions have
seen their collections published, poetry still remains largely unobtainable to so many because
they do not have either the time or the money to spend on poetry collections. Even Kaur’s milk
and honey cost approximately $7 on Amazon, without tax and shipping, whereas interacting with
her poems on social media free. Many young people will likely have access to an electronic
device that connects to the internet before they will have the means to browse Barnes & Noble to
buy poetry collections.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, so many people felt disconnected from one another. At
this time, Rupi Kaur used the Instagram Live feature to do daily poetry workshops as a way to
help her viewers have an outlet during an incredibly difficult and confusing time. Post-pandemic,
as we start to move into what we sometimes call our “new normal,” Kaur continues to post and
host writing workshops so that young readers and writers everywhere can not only have a
creative outlet, but also work on their writing. She continues to be a beacon of light for her
followers as they experience hardships in their lives. Her Instagram page remains a space where
young writers and readers can find solace and comfort, where they can even talk about their own
emotions or challenges, and they are able to do all of this through poetry.
It is easy to associate Insta-poets into the same group as social media influencers; while
this is a fair conclusion because of the way their share their lives on the internet, there is one very
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important difference. Insta-poets are working to bridge the gap between social media and poetry,
a gap that has the power to reshape the art form forever.
Instagram recently announced that it will no longer be a photosharing app, and it will
become more like TikTok in that it will focus more on video sharing (Clark). This change could
be beneficial to Insta-poets, or people choosing to share their work even to smaller audiences,
because recording and posting one’s work has the potential to help even more viewers feel
connected to the world of poetry. Whatever the platform is, or however Insta-poets choose to use
different social media, the fact of the matter is that embracing poetry on social media should be a
primary and urgent goal for the literary community.
The only access to poetry I had before finding my way to Rupi Kaur’s page was through
the collections provided to me in high school. I was not one to go wandering down poetry aisles
in bookstores because, at that point, poetry to me was still mysterious and unobtainable. It was
meant for adults; it was meant for scholars; it was not meant for a teen going through a breakup,
trying to figure out what was going on in her head, feeling both confused and unheard because
she didn’t know how to express what she was feeling. Instagram gave me the space to feel
understood and heard in a way that I very rarely felt in high school and early college. However,
the response to the positive environments that Insta-poets are trying to create is still largely
negative, and until I decided to sit down and write this thesis, I continued to internalize the fact
that if I liked Insta-poetry, or if I connected with it in some way, then I wasn’t a “real” scholar.
As a woman wanting to go into academia, I find it incredibly unfair that I am made to feel less
than because I find joy in seeing my life’s experiences in poetry, regardless of where that poetry
is published. Imagine the millions of readers who have felt belittled or unworthy when they saw
the poetry they enjoy be disregarded as shallow and “not real poetry.” We have the power to
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change this rhetoric, and to continue to make poetry a more inclusive, accessible, and equitable
art form, however; this must start with reshaping the way we view Insta-poetry, and the canon, as
a whole.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Th' expense of spirit in a waste of shame
Is lust in action; and till action, lust
Is perjured, murd'rous, bloody, full of blame,
Savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to trust,
Enjoyed no sooner but despisèd straight,
Past reason hunted; and, no sooner had
Past reason hated as a swallowed bait
On purpose laid to make the taker mad;
Mad in pursuit and in possession so,
Had, having, and in quest to have, extreme;
A bliss in proof and proved, a very woe;
Before, a joy proposed; behind, a dream.
All this the world well knows; yet none knows well
To shun the heaven that leads men to this hell.

Shakespeare, William. “Sonnet 129.” Poetry Foundation.
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